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Setting the stage – data analysis defined
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Setting the Stage - Data Analysis
Defined
Data Analysis is ….
Data Analysis

CAATS

Data Mining

the extraction of data from a client’s
information system in order to
perform data selection,
classification, ordering, filtering,
translation, and other functions to
provide the client with information
about their business processes
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Unusual Items

What is data analytics?
For Internal Audit this means audit scopes and annual audit plan better focused on risks

The process of inspecting, cleansing, transforming, and modeling
data sets with the objective of highlighting meaningful
information, drawing conclusions, and supporting decision
making.

Converting Information to Insight

Protiviti Mission Statement
Our Mission is to help companies
harness their data to make intelligent
business decisions that drive
performance and growth while
managing risks. We deliver
customized solutions in the areas of
data strategy, advanced modeling
and analytics. We help our clients
face the future with confidence by
sharing leading practices, building
meaningful relationships, and
delivering excellence.

Data analysis & tools – part of our day to
day life
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Data analysis & tools part of our day
to day life
Smart watch - No. of steps in a day, weekly/ monthly trend; calorie
intake/ burn

Mobile phone
 Data usage pattern - how much data you use and what is right plan
for you
 Storage (Documents, Images, Audio, Video, Application), Memory,
Junk Files, Junk cleansing
Public domain search history - Analysis of your search habits/ patterns

Cricket or any other sport: Strike rate, batting average, economy, Best
batsman & bowler (based on points)

Data analysis & tools part of our day
to
day
life
CIBIL Score is a three-digit numeric summary of your credit history. The
score is derived using the credit history found in the CIBIL Report (also
known as CIR i.e Credit Information Report). A CIR is an individual's credit
payment history across loan types and credit institutions over a period of
time

Credit card reward points
 5 points on every Rs 150 spend, each point is Re 1
 10X reward points on specific merchant transactions

Credit card usage/ spend pattern
 Where are you spending more
 How much you exceeded your budget

Data analysis & tools part of our day
to
day
life
Your car digital dash board
 Mileage
 How many kms vehicle can go with existing fuel & mileage

Mutual fund investment portfolio (SIPs)
 CAGR
 Absolute return

Ratings
 Zomato for restaurants
 Bookmyshow & others for movies
 Tripadvisor for hotels
 Ola/ Uber rating

Protiviti survey results on data analytics
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Protiviti survey results on data
analytics
The digital data universe is growing
40% year on year into the next decade and
will have as many digital bits as there are stars in the universe. It is expanding to
include not only the increasing number of people and enterprises doing everything online, but also all the smart
devices connected to the Internet, unleashing a new wave of opportunities for businesses. This data explosion
has created opportunities for enterprises to use data in new ways – to learn about customers, hasten business
cycles, transform themselves or simply stay relevant.

In recent research conducted across 400 companies worldwide, only 4% of
the organizations are efficient in deriving value from their data. Not coincidentally,
these organizations are within the top 25% in their respective industries. They consistently demonstrate a quick
response to market changes, are more robust than peers in facing recession and excel in financial performance.

Investment in analytics has increased to 3% of revenue on an average across
all industries. Companies are realizing that
the competitive advantage of such investment is decreasing with time, and gradually becoming industry best
practice. Therefore, the size and urgency with which these investments are made have also increased.

Protiviti survey results on data
analytics
Top risks
Use of data analytics and “big data” to achieve market intelligence and
increase productivity and efficiency – Inability to utilize data analytics and “big data” to
achieve market intelligence and increase productivity and efficiency may significantly affect our
management of core operations and strategic plans.

Existing operations may not be able to meet performance expectations related
to quality, time to market, cost and innovation as well as our competitors, especially new competitors that are
“born digital” and with a low cost base for operations, or established competitors with superior operations.

Internal audit standard requirements on
data analytics/ tools
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Internal audit standard requirements
on Data Analytics/ Tools
Performance Standard 2310: Internal auditors must identify sufficient, reliable, relevant
and useful information to achieve the engagement’s objectives.
Performance Standard 2210: Objectives must be established for each engagement.

Performance Standard 2320: Internal auditors must base conclusions and engagement
results on appropriate analyses and evaluations.
ISACA Data Analytics – A practical approach: Data Analytics involves processes and
activities designed to obtain and evaluate data to extract useful information.

Internal audit standard requirements
on Data Analytics/ Tools

SIA 6 – ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES: The internal auditor should apply analytical procedures as the risk assessment
procedures at the planning and overall review stages of the internal audit.

“Analytical procedures” means the analysis of significant ratios and trends, including the resulting investigation of
fluctuations and relationships in both financial and non-financial data which are inconsistent with other relevant
information or which deviate significantly from predicted amounts.
Factors to be considered in determining the extent to which the analytical procedures should be used:
• The significance of the area being examined.
• The adequacy of the system of internal control.
• The availability and reliability of financial and nonfinancial information.
• The precision with which the results of analytical procedures can be predicted.
• The availability and comparability of information regarding the industry in which the organization operates.
• The extent to which other auditing procedures provide support for audit results.
Investigating Unusual Items or Trends:
When analytical procedures identify significant fluctuations or inconsistencies, the internal auditor should
investigate and obtain adequate explanations and appropriate corroborative evidence. The examination and
evaluation should include inquiries of management and the application of other auditing procedures until the
internal auditor is satisfied that the results or relationships are sufficiently explained. Unexplained results or
relationships may be indicative of a potential error, irregularity, or illegal act. Results or relationships that are not
sufficiently explained should be communicated to the appropriate levels of management. The internal auditor may
recommend appropriate courses of action, depending on the circumstances.

The analytics advantage

Why use data analytics?
Data

Insight

Decision
Making

Action

Unlock Value

1

Transform a flood of data into meaningful information

2

Facilitate risk identification, measurement and profiling – answer important business questions

3

Increase testing quality and insight:
• Test 100% of populations instead of sampling
• Provide true error rates rather than error estimates

• Highlight trends and factors that may not be noticed through conventional audit techniques
• Identify interesting subsets of the population for testing and new unseen relationships

20

4

Increase productivity and efficiency

5

Deliver value-added suggestions and/or provide ongoing analytics tools to management

The analytics advantage
Reporting

Planning

Root Cause
Investigation

Real Time Exception
Management

Risk Profiling

Data Analytics
Application
Areas

Test Data
Simulation

Risk Quantification

Control Simulation

Statistical Sampling

Audit Execution

Predictive Risk
Identification

Continuous Controls
Monitoring

Fraud Indicators

Integrating analytics into the audit
process

The entire audit process from scoping to reporting is affected by integrating analytics

Traditional Audit Steps

Confirm
objectives and
approach

Identify
potential
analytics

Confirm
detailed scope

Obtain
data

Analyze
data

Integrated Analytic Audit Steps

Identify
potential
issues

Kick-off
audit

Sample
testing

Reporting

Targeted
testing

Visualize
results

SIA -5 Sampling
Introduction:
When using either statistical or non-statistical sampling methods, the internal auditor should design and select an
audit sample, perform audit procedures thereon and evaluate sample results so as to provide sufficient and
appropriate audit evidence to meet the objectives of the internal audit engagement unless otherwise specified by the
client.
Important points to be noted:

•

When designing an audit sample, internal auditor should consider specific audit objectives, the population from
which internal auditor wishes to sample and the sample size.

•

When determining the sample size, internal auditor should consider sampling risk, tolerable error and the
expected error.

•

Sample items should be selected in such a way that the sample can be expected to be representative of the
population. This requires that all items or sampling units in the population have an opportunity of being selected.

Finally, the internal auditor should evaluate the sample results to determine whether the assessment of the relevant
characteristics of the population is confirmed or whether it needs to be revised.
While there are a number of selection methods, three methods commonly used are:

•

Random selection and use of CAATs

•

Systematic selection

•

Haphazard selection

Systematic
Random

Haphazard

Sample selection

Identify the starting point

Identify the starting point
Board and AC asking us to back-up our gut feel with hard data and
facts

C Suite want a quantitative understanding of risks and their
relative importance in real numbers

Management has greater responsibility to foresee future risks
long before they manifest themselves

Data Analytics is becoming a mainstream competency for all Internal Audit
Professionals

Analytics types
Audit Analytics

Data visualization & reporting

Risk Assessment: Analytics as a precursor to Audit
to identify risk profile and prioritize Audit activities

Executive dashboards: Build interactive Reporting
and Data Visualization solutions on top of the existing
enterprise data store for decision-makers

Sampling analytics: Sample large and complex
population through modeling and sampling
algorithms
Strategy development: Maturity and readiness
assessment, Feasibility study, Gap analysis
Continuous audit: Solution design:
Tools selection, solution blueprint, Analytics
Scope definition
Continuous Audit: Implementation
Automate data analytics for specific processes
through a library of business rules, covering
100% of population.

Mobile dashboards: Live and On-the-Go
Dashboards on your Mobile Devices refreshed in near
real-time
Operational dashboards: Address reporting /
coverage gaps in existing BI solutions through
custom Dashboard
Dynamic reporting solutions: 'What-If' and
'Predictive Analysis through interactive Dashboard
applications

Analytics types
Business Analytics
Inventory Optimization: Just in time inventory to
optimize your supply chain costs

Customer Analytics: Increase loyalty and share of
wallet. Offer personalized and differentiated
customer experience
Revenue leakage analytics: Identify missing
revenue in complex value chains
Spend analytics: Provide visibility into Procurement
and Supplier performance and anomalies
Route optimization: Logistics Optimization and
increase in operational efficiency

Cost & margin analysis: What-If analysis of cost
and revenue variables to determine optimal margins

Data Management

Master Data Assessment
Assessing Master Data and Gaps as compared to
standards
Data Governance Framework and Processes:
Define governance processes and the guidelines to
drive data governance
Data Cleansing:
Identify, assess, measure and remediate data quality
of key data elements

Data analytics – used cases

Manufacturing unit - Service
certification and contract review
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Service certification summary for the audit period for the plant
- Service code & description wise certification - In count and value
- Vendor wise services certified - In count and value
- Service code wise, vendor wise services certified - In count and value
- Manpower based services certified - In count and value
- Non-Manpower (Output/ Activity) based services certified - In count and value
- Department wise services certified - In count and value
- Department wise, vendor wise services certified - In count and value
- User wise (A1, A2, A3) JMS certified - In count and value
- User wise (A1, A2, A3), vendor wise JMS certified - In count and value
- User wise (A1, A2, A3), Service wise, vendor wise JMS certified - In count and value
Contract summary - ARC entered during audit period
- Service code wise no. and value of ARC
- Service code wise no. and value of ARC finalized at plant level
- Service code wise no. and value of ARC finalized at HO level
- Service code wise no. and value of OTC
- Service code wise no. and value of work orders raised at plant level
- Vendor wise ARC finalized at plant level - No. and value
- Vendor wise ARC finalized at HO level - No. and value
- Vendor wise OTC finalized at plant level - No. and value
- Vendor wise listing of ARCs and OTCs finalized at plant level with ARC & OTC dates
- Vendor wise listing of ARCs finalized at HO level with ARC dates
- Service code wise no. of vendors and value of contracts - Find out single source
- Service code wise rate comparison across sites and identify service wise major variances

Potential Internal Audit Analytics

Our government is using Data
Analytics

The analytics key

I know the objective,
I know the business question,
I have clarity on output format.

Data analytics – suggested
approach

Data analytics – Suggested approach

Data analytics – Challenges

Data analytics – Key challenges
Absence of leadership support
Lack of Management Buy-In and Leadership to drive Analytics within IA

Lack of clarity on objective
Lack of a well-defined analytics objective and dealing with False Positives

Insufficient planning
Understanding how data is created, processed, and consumed; and how it drives business activities and
decision-making. Carefully identifying which analytics are likely to yield the most valuable results

Focusing too much on the tool versus the outcome


80% of time spent on understanding the data, the business process it supports, and the activities and
decision-making that it drives, along with the business value the analysis is designed to deliver.



20% of time spent on the technical aspects of the analysis, including the tool.

Data analytics – Key challenges
Poor data quality
A common challenge is access to QUALITY data.

The big bang approach
The ‘Big Bang’ Approach – trying to do everything is a recipe for failure

Getting the right partner
Getting the right Partner – ‘If you have to wrestle with an elephant, get help’

Creating a silo rather than awareness





Develop an understanding of the data to create a business-centric view of analytics as opposed to a
technology-only view.
Technical competence is necessary (absolutely) but avoid creating a silo.
Collaboration with IT, Operations and Senior Leadership

Data analytics – Key challenges
Narrow thinking



Avoid thinking only about the “old benefits” e.g., testing a full population.
Leading internal audit functions use analytics throughout the audit life cycle: Dynamic risk
assessments, Monitor trends, fraud, and risk and performance indicators, Deviations from acceptable
performance levels, Model business outcome

Uninspired reporting





There is no excuse for using old-style tables and charts.
Make use of widely available visualization tools – dynamic presentation of results and real time, drilldown capability.
Visually compelling, high-impact reports help internal audit and internal audit clients quickly draw
insights from data.

Selecting a right tool

Selecting a right tool
Focus on selecting a tool that will work best in the target environment
Integrates well with systems and
databases

1
2

3

Internally Supported

[VALUE
]0

Fits within
budget

3

Ten factors to
consider when
selecting a tool for
performing data
analytics

9

4

5
8

Easy to program and
use

Handles large data
sets

Allows analysis to be re-run
easily

6
7

Is scalable

Has adequate training and
support

Logs procedures performed on data

Has built in statistical functions and analytical
procedures

Tools
An available tool supported by the data owners will be more likely to result in success

SAS

ACL

Basic
Desktop
Software
Specialized
Audit
Software

Microsoft
Access

Microsoft
Excel

TOOLS
Teammate
Analytics

IDEA

Predictive
Analytics

R

Arbutus
Analyzer

Machine
Learning

Server Based
(SQL)

Big Data

Crystal
Reports
Report
Writers
Business
Objects

Cognos

Microsoft
Dynamics

Tableau

Sage

SAP

Business
Intelligence /
Data
Visualization

Integrated
Query
Tools
Oracle

QlikView

Microsoft
Power BI

Technology evolution in internal audit

Audit Management Software

Audit management software (AMS)
features
Performing end to end audit from planning, execution, closure, reporting and QRM
through AMS
 Risk Assessment,
 Audit planning and scheduling, Creation of audit program, Resource planning

 Field work & execution,
 Data repository, reporting, management action plan with dates, documentation,
 Quality & risk management,
 Follow-up audit.
 Project timeline and status monitoring
 Automatic notifications

 Dashboards
 Workflow based

Audit committee dashboard

Audit committee dashboard

Legal compliance tool

Compliance Tool
Compliance tools helps organizations to discover and mitigate risks of non-compliances
through technology based solutions. It covers end to end compliance processes
consisting Regulatory, Contractual & Internal Compliances.
 Cover one time, periodic/ ongoing and event based compliances, exhaustive coverage
 Workflow based, compliance confirmations from users, customize as per user requirements
 Roles & responsibilities clearly defined, email reminders/ notifications before due date
 Complete legal compliance documentation
 Monthly sign off
 Multi-location

 Periodic updates
 Scalable and handle complex, large size organization structure
 Supports audit

Compliance tool dashboard
Complied Vs. Not Complied

Total Applicable No of Complied No of NonCompliances
Items
Complied Items
813

514

270

%Complied

%Non Complied

63

33

Complaince Status
Complied VS. Not Complied

%Complied

33%
63%

%Non Complied

Not Complied
Severe

Major

Moderate

Actual Tasks-Only Not Complied

Low

50

68

144

68

138

14

Severe
Major

50

Moderate
138

Low

Data analytics journey

The analytics value escalator
How can we make
it happen?
What if these trends continue?
What will happen next?

VALUE

How many, how often, where?

What
happened?

Why did it
happen?

What will
happen?

Prescriptive
Analysis

Predictive
Analysis

Diagnostic
Analysis
What is the best action that
can be taken to prevent /
mitigate a potential risk?

Descriptive
Analysis
Where is the problem?
What actions are needed?
Why this is happening?

DIFFICULTY

Sustainable analytics – It’s a journey
Advanced
Analysis

Full Integration

Year 3+
Integrate Analysts

Year 2
Expand Use

Year 1
Foundation

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Continuous/real time analytics
Fully integrated analytics program
Standardized reporting packages
Enterprise access to analytics reports
Established data governance

Broaden organizational use
Fully embed analytics
Move towards data governance

Identify champions
Enhance tools and training
Integrate ad hoc analysis
Define data access model
Identify opportunities to embed

Get sponsorship
Define objectives and strategy
Understand the data landscape
Focus on important business items
High impact reporting
Start small, iterate and prove value (E.g., pilots, PoCs)

Continuous improvement
Predictive analytics

If you change nothing,
nothing will change

Questions / Open Discussion

Thank You

- learning
together is always a pleasure….

Manindra Prakash
Director

